
Dear clients and colleagues,
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in the field of personal data protection over the
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cannot consider ourselves activists in this field,
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Consequently, we have prepared for you a report

on personal data protection for the year 2021,
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1. Legislative events

Amendment to the Cybersecurity Act and Public Administration’s Information Technologies Act

On 1st August 2021, an amendment to the Cybersecurity Act entered into force, which slightly changed the

structure of areas in which security measures needed to be adopted and also established the position of

cybersecurity manager directly to the wording of the act (Section 20 paragraph 4). However, the prima facie minor

legislation amendment has major impact on operators of essential services. Prior to the amendment, 13 areas

were identified for which security measures were to be implemented , and the amendment now better specified

their definition while maintaining technical neutrality.

Therefore, legal requirements can still be implemented through various technological means by their autonomous

implementation. New areas of security measures regulation focus on communication and network security,

malicious code protection, encryption and compliance management. At the same time, the amendment also

changed the Public Administration’s Information Technologies Act (PAIT), which primarily clarified its connection

with the cyber-legislation (Section 18 paragraph 2) and the need of secure projects development in specific cases.

In general, administrators of information systems in public administration can focus on compliance with specific

PAIT regulations in security area rather than cybersecurity regulations and do not have to worry about dual

regulatory regimes.

First amendment to the Personal Data Protection Act

In October 2021, the first amendment to the Act No. 18/2018 Coll., on the personal data protection (the “Act”)

effective from 1st November 2021 regarding the personal data processing of deceased persons. The Act after this

amendment (Act No. 373/2021 Coll.) contains an exception from its scope only for certain types of processing

operations with personal data of deceased persons specified in Section 3 paragraph 6 of the Act . However, the

Act still does not contain a general provision that would implement and grant the deceased persons rights of the

data subjects in general (as did the Act No. 122/2013 Coll. prior to GDPR). The amendment only contains a

provision according to which the consent of the deceased person can be granted by close persons. In our opinion,

the regime of post-mortem protection of personal data in Slovakia thus remains questionable.

1 Section 3 par. 6 of the Act: „This Act does not apply to the personal data processing of deceased persons, which is processed for scientific
purposes, for statistical purposes, for purposes of artistic activities, press releases, radio and television broadcasting, archiving, documentary
activities, historical research, funeral activities, placement of monuments and commemorative plaques, commemorative events and piety to the
extent necessary for their fulfillment."
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As you probably know, the Office for Personal Data Protection of the Slovak Republic (the "Office") issues its own

annual reports. The last annual report for 2020 was issued in March 2021. These annual reports cover mainly

statistics of the Office's own activities.

In this report, we present the developments from a broader perspective and describe key events divided into the

following categories:

(i) legislative events;

(ii) decisions of the Office;

(iii) case-law of the courts; and

(iv) other events.

Our goal is to record as many events as possible, however it is not in our capacity to describe them all. Should you

miss an interesting event in this report, please let us know. We will be happy to add it.

1
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https://www.slov-lex.sk/pravne-predpisy/SK/ZZ/2021/287/vyhlasene_znenie.html
https://www.slov-lex.sk/pravne-predpisy/SK/ZZ/2021/373/20211101
https://dataprotection.gov.sk/uoou/sk/content/vyrocne-spravy
https://dataprotection.gov.sk/uoou/sites/default/files/sprava_o_stave_ochrany_osobnych_udajov_za_rok_2020.pdf
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New Electronic Communications Act

Perhaps the biggest legislative shock in the personal data protection or privacy field was brought by the new Act

No. 452/2021 Coll., on electronic communications from 24th November 2021 (the “ECA”). The adoption of ECA

was preceded by a demanding legislative process. The need for the new ECA was primarily related to the

implementation of the European Electronic Communications Code, which, among other things, extended the

definition of electronic communications service to the so-called OTT providers (WhatsApp, Messenger). ECA also

implements the ePrivacy Directive and retains supervision of the relevant provisions by the Regulatory Authority

for Electronic Communications and Postal Services (the "TelCo Office"), although in many Member States (now

also in the Czech Republic) the agenda falls under the supervisory authority under to the GDPR, i.e. the Office.

The first draft of the ECA was returned by the President due to the fact that Section 117 paragraph 21 did not

meet the basic test of constitutionality (as in a similar matter already indicated by the Constitutional Court of the

Slovak Republic - file no. PL. ÚS 13/2020). The provision concerned access to telecommunication data by the

Public Health Authority of the Slovak Republic.

Except for deletion of the possibility to obtain consent to the storage of "cookies" through the web browser

settings, the new ECA practically does not change the rules of the so-called "cookies" regulation (Section 109 par.

8 ECA). ECA basically follows the wording of Art. 5 par. 3 ePrivacy Directive without any national specifics. For the

first time, the possibility of imposing a sanction for violating the "cookie" regulation was added, up to 10% of the

turnover for the previous year (Section 124 para. 1 ECA). The changes mainly affected tele-marketing according

to Section 116 ECA, which we discussed in detail in our blog. As we have announced, we consider these new rules

controversial as we believe they cannot be carried out in compliance with GDPR from a number of reasons (see

our blog).

In principle, tele-marketing calls have been liberalized without any public debate within or outside the legislative

process. These new rules were not included in the original government bill from summer 2021 but were adopted

through the proposal of a group of Parliament members. Nevertheless, the TelCo Office seems to identify with

these diametrically different rules despite not being their author.

On 17th December 2021, we asked the Office for an interpretative opinion on the new tele-marketing rules from

the ensuring compliance with the GDPR point of view, and on 25th January 2022 the Office replied that it is not

authorized to interpret the ECA which falls under the scope of the Ministry of Transport. However, the Office also

confirmed in its reply that the data concerning natural persons as entrepreneurs needs to be considered personal

data, as it referred to its older methodological guideline. We were also informed that our questions would be

discussed with the respective authorized legislator and the TelCo Office. Only if those questions remain still

unanswered, the Office will consider the need to issue its own opinion.
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2. Decisions of the Office

Plan of inspections for 2021

In February 2021, the Office published its inspection plan for 2021 according to which in 2021 the Office was to

focus in particular on:

➢ processing activities of the Public Health Authority of the Slovak Republic – particularly the completion of

mandatory inspections of mobile quarantine applications

laid down in Section 60d par. 9 of the Public Health Act;

➢ personal data processing by other unspecified state authorities;

➢ personal data processing by e-shops.

Naturally, subsequent final decisions following these inspections will be issued in the coming years.
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https://www.dagital.sk/blog/tele-marketing-opt-out-eprivacy
https://www.nrsr.sk/web/Dynamic/DocumentPreview.aspx?DocID=502079
https://spravy.rtvs.sk/2021/12/reklamnym-telefonatom-by-malo-od-noveho-roka-odzvonit/
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eQuarantine

However, in relation to the first point of the inspection plan (and with the prior consent of the Public Health

Authority of the Slovak Republic) we can confirm that both inspections of the eQuarantine mobile app according

to Section 60d par. 9 of the Public Health Act were already finished by records (the first in 2020 and the second

in September 2021). This means the Office did not find any breaches of the GDPR or other regulations within

inspection proceedings. Therefore, the inspections confirm compliance with the legal limits of personal data

processing within the eQuarantine application.

Final decisions of the Office

There is still no comprehensive access to all decisions of the Office. Some decisions are published, but most of

them do not reach the public. Through the Access to Public Information Act, we managed to gather several

decisions during the year, and we summarize selected ones below. These decisions became final by the end of

2021. In the case of private entities, we prefer not to mention their business names.

Moreover, we are aware of a EUR 40,000 fine imposed by the Office in 2021, however it is not listed below since

it only became final in 2022. This is most likely the second highest fine imposed under the GDPR so far (after a

fine of EUR 50,000 to the Social Insurance Agency in 2019). The case mainly concerned the assessment of

employees’ personal qualities (psychometrics and psychodiagnostics) based on consent, which was not accepted

as appropriate legal basis of data processing by the Office. The imposed fine covered other subsequent violations

as well.
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2

2 Section 60d par. 9 of the Public Health Act: “Supervision of the processing of personal data through mobile applications according to
Section 60a par. 1 is performed by the Office, which shall also supervise personal data protection according to a special regulation and
verifies at least once during personal data processing and once after personal data processing compliance with Section 60a par. 1 for
mobile applications usage.„

3 A final decision can be challenged only before an administrative court.

Party Summary of the decision Fine

1. Bank This decision was controversial because of the Office's unprecedented

"turnaround" between decisions at two instances. While at the first instance the

Office imposed a fine of only “EUR 900“ for violating the principle of lawfulness

and Art. 6 GDPR, at the second instance the Office imposed a fine of EUR 13,300

for violating several other principles and provisions of the GDPR that were not

subject to the first instance proceedings. Thus, at the second instance the Office

substantially extended the subject-matter of the proceedings and carried out new

evidence. Subject matter of the case was sending of a marketing offer to a former

client to the address of residence obtained from the Land Registry without a legal

basis (claimed legitimate interest). Controller proved that the processing was not

systematic, but it was rather an individual employee’s failure. According to the

Office the proportionality test for marketing purposes was not sufficient and the

legitimate interest of the controller was not overriding in this case.

Lesson: Do not approach former clients with marketing offers based on

legitimate interest.

EUR 13,300
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Party Summary of the decision Fine

2. Credit rating 

agencies 

The agency received a data subject request for a copy of personal data by e-mail,

signed by a qualified electronic signature. The agency refused to process the request

and to make the data available due to insufficient verification of the applicant's

identity. The data subject was directed to personal visit or to send request on

prescribed form by post containing the same identification data already sent in the

electronic request. The Office imposed a fine for (i) breach of the obligation to

provide information, (ii) breach of the principle of data minimization and (iii) failure

to provide information on the personal data processing in a transparent and

comprehensible form in general. The Office imposed the same fine to two different

credit rating agencies for same violation.

Lesson: Do not direct the data subjects to a personal visit of the branches if their

identity can be verified in another way remotely (especially if the person uses a

qualified electronic signature).

EUR 4,700

3. Private company The company, as the employer, made available to the trade union the data concerning

the employee's health included in the medical report without a legal basis and in

breach of Art. 9 GDPR. The medical report was shared with union members as well as

with an external law firm. According to the Office, for the purposes of discussing the

dismissal (according to Section 63 paragraph 1 letter c) of the Labor Code), it was

sufficient to share only a medical summary that does not contain any health data, only

information on whether the employee is eligible for work or not. The Office argued

that, neither the employer nor the trade union are entitled to assess the employee's

health conditions in terms of the content of the medical report, as it contained a

specific medical diagnosis. The employer obtained the medical report from the

employee her/himself. Since the employer did not have a legal basis (legitimate

interest) in processing the medical report, according to the Office it was not entitled

to share it with the law firm. Therefore, for the first time, the Office also interpreted

the Code of Conduct of the Slovak Bar Association (although not in a way that we can

identify with).

Lesson: The employer should handle the employee's medical report very carefully,

even if accessed legitimately. The preferred method of termination of employment

due to health conditions is to work only with a medical summary that does not

contain data on the health condition and a specific diagnosis.

EUR 3,300

4. Retail seller The controller violated the principle of transparency by several errors in the

collection of marketing approvals and registration in the customer / loyalty club. The

main issue was that the controller sent marketing communications to all club

members based on their acceptance of the club's terms and conditions and privacy

policy, without explicitly stating the purpose of "targeted offers of goods and

services". The controller was also collecting specific marketing consents during

registration but was sending marketing communication to all members. The Office

did not accept the wording of those specific consents as well. The fine was also

imposed for the different specification of purposes within data processing

agreements, policies and records and discrepancies in provision of information.

Lesson: Direct marketing (electronic) communication should not be a hidden as a

mandatory part of a customer or loyalty club.

EUR 2,900
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Party Summary of the decision Fine

5. Bank Bank was fined for violating the principle of transparency by not informing the data

subjects about their monitoring by the CCTV when entering the monitored area, but

only through a general privacy policy on the website and in the branch. The banks

relied on exemptions in Section 93a par. 7 of the Act on Banks, according to which:

“The premises of a bank, a branch of a foreign bank and the National Bank of

Slovakia and ATMs and exchange machines not located on the premises of a bank or

a branch of a foreign bank may be monitored by video or audio without marking the

monitoring area (footnote refers to Personal Data Protection Act from 2002)."

The Office does not accept this provision as an exemption from Art. 13 GDPR and

required bank to comply EDPB's guidelines on CCTV.

Lesson: ATMs and bank branches monitored by the CCTV should be marked with

the first layer information (sticker) when entering the monitored area. The second

layer of more detailed information should be easily accessible upon entering the

monitored area for example by refence.

EUR 2,500

6. Municipality The municipality violated the principle of lawfulness by publishing the birth number of 

an individual within the framework of a compulsorily published contract.

Lesson: Entities that are obliged to publish contracts by law must hide/black out

birth numbers when publishing contracts.

EUR 2,300 

7. Bank Similar case as the above. EUR 2,200 

8. Travel agency The travel agency violated the confidentiality of personal data by sending general

instructions for the client, including his/her personal data to an incorrect email

address. The case is interesting due to fact, that the Office did not consider the breach

of personal data protection to be a breach according to the Art. 33 and 34 GDPR, i.e.

the incident, which needed to be reported to the Office and to the data subject.

Lesson: One email sent to an incorrect email address does not necessarily have to

represent a data protection breach that needs to be reported under Art. 33 and 34

GDPR. However, obligation to document such breach still exists.

EUR 2,000

9. Municipality As part of the preparation of the new traffic signs in the municipality, citizens were

allowed to send comments on the project. In addition to comments, the municipality

also provided the architect with personal data of citizens. The data subjects were not

aware nor granted a consent to the disclosure of their personal data to third parties.

Disclosure of personal data to the architect was not necessary for the evaluation of

comments, so the municipality proceeded in this case without a legal basis and

violated the principle of lawfulness. This was not the first violation of this municipality

in 2021, so the Office proceeded to increase the fine.

EUR 2,000

10. Publisher Publisher violated Section 78 par. 4 of the Act by publishing birth numbers of data

subjects in an online article.

Lesson: Publishers should not publish or use birth numbers of the data subjects in

the articles or posts.

EUR 1,500
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Party Summary of the decision Fine

11. Municipality The fine was imposed for violation of the principle of integrity and confidentiality and

Art. 32 GDPR, when a municipal employee sent a letter in an open envelope to the data

subject containing his/her personal data. The Office stated that for the purposes of

violating Art. 32 GDPR mere existence of a high risk of unauthorized access is sufficient,

without the necessity to prove whether the unauthorized persons had gained access to

the data in the envelope or not. The Office also considered the sensitivity of the data

from private life contained in the envelope.

Lesson: Even if unauthorized access to personal data is not proven, the mere

existence of this risk may constitute a violation of Art. 32 GDPR. Handing over an

unsealed envelope for postal transport can be considered such a violation.

EUR 1,100

12. Compensation 

company 

The controller did not prove the legal basis for the personal data processing and at the

same time violated informational obligation according to Art. 13 GDPR, in breach of the

principles of lawfulness and transparency.

EUR 1,000

13. Grocery store The retail chain used a camera system for property and health security capturing both

outdoor and indoor areas of the store. The Office confirmed an error in fulfilling the

information obligation to collect personal data from the data subjects. The information

of the first layer of camera images was placed on the inner doors of the store, so the

data subjects had access to the information only after entering the monitored area.

Lesson: For monitoring the premises with cameras, it is necessary use warning in

front of entrance together with the basic information of the first layer.

EUR 1 000

14. Private company The former employee requested access to all data pursuant to Article 15 (1) GDPR. The

employer violated the right of the data subject by failing to process the request to a

sufficient extent. The Office stated in the decision that informing the employee of the

processing of his/her data at the time of employment does not justify for refusal of

providing this information in a case of application of his/her right of access to personal

data if the data subject subsequently requests such information.

Lesson: Even if some of the information is already subject to an information

obligation, this needs to be re-explained concretely when it comes to responding to a

request for access under Art. 15 GDPR.

EUR 1 000

15. Municipality The contract concluded with data subject containing his/her birth number was

published on the municipality´s website for three months. The Office emphasized the

sensitivity of the birth number as a permanent, general identifier, that enables further

data collection regarding the data subject.

Lesson: When fulfilling the obligation to publish contracts, it is necessary to black out

personal data, especially birth numbers.

EUR 1 000
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Party Summary of the decision Fine

16. Bank The data subject requested the deletion of the personal data collected about him/her

as part of unsuccessful job application at the bank. The bank argued with the

continuance of other purposes of archiving as well as of proving legal claims on the

original legal basis of performance of the contract, which the Office did not recognize

without the existence of a compatibility test under Art. 6 par. 4 GDPR. The Office thus

confirmed the practice that consent is primarily required to retain data on unsuccessful

applicants.

Lesson: According to the Office, the consent of the data subject or a positive

compatibility test is required to retain data on unsuccessful candidates even after the

end of the selection procedure.

EUR 1 000

17. Financial 

intermediary

The data subject applied his/her right of access to the data by requesting photocopies

of all the data processed regarding him/her. The controller did not process any data

regarding the data subject and therefore did not respond at the request within the

statutory period of one month.

Lesson: When the data subject requests access to the data, she/he must always be

responded to, even if no data has been processed.

EUR 1 000

18. City The Office fined the controller for violating the principle of lawfulness by unjustifiably

publishing the dates of birth of approximately 10,000 data subjects. The violation was

caused by including unnecessary information on the envelope - the date of birth of the

addressees together with the address for delivery, which was not necessary for

delivery.

Lesson: Do not state dates of birth together with the address for delivery in postal

deliveries / letters.

EUR 900

19. Waterworks 

company

In order to protect property and tenants, the controller used a camera system to

monitor the interior and exterior of the building of its headquarters including the car

park. The cameras also recorded disproportionately large area of neighboring

establishments and public spaces. The data subjects were not provided with

information on the legitimate interest and the controller kept the camera recordings

even after the deadline for their liquidation.

Lesson: Try to avoid monitoring neighboring areas with cameras. Pay attention to

the two-layer information obligation for cameras.

EUR 900

20. University The employee of the study department of the faculty sent the students two bulk emails

including the personal data of individual students from the given class. The emails

informed about their inclusion in the study groups. The Office assessed the operation

as a breach of the principles of integrity and confidentiality due to the individual

mistake of one employee and also considered a series of mitigating circumstances on

the part of the controller.

Lesson: Focus internal trainings as well as regulations/rules/ guidelines also on the

issue of restriction of bulk emails usage for sending personal data containing larger

number of people.

EUR 900
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Party Summary of the decision Fine

21. Private company The controller violated the principle of transparency by failing to inform persons when

entering the monitored area with cameras, and also both principles of minimization by

unduly monitoring of neighborhood areas and keeping a track record for too long, in

this case for 7 days. Even the fact that only part-time employees were responsible for

the camera systems was not helpful.

Lesson: The Office does not accept a 7-day retention period of personal data within

the camera system, even if the operator is not employed full-time.

EUR 800

22. Hospital In this case, the Office initiated the proceedings based on applicant’s request, who

pointed out the loss of her medical records from the hospital archives and the

suspicion of illegal processing of data within the archiving. During the inspection the

Office did not find any violations in the security of the archive premises and refused to

assess the legality of the retention periods, as the hospital acts in accordance with the

registration plan and rules approved by the State Archives. However, the Office

confirmed errors in documentation (impact assessment and records of processing

activities), in informing the data subjects of the purpose and legal basis of the data

processing and in the technical support of the information system.

EUR 800

23. Municipality During the inspection of the municipality, several violations were found. The

municipality published the personal data of citizens in the local periodicals (as part of

information on the number of children born, anniversaries, marriages, etc.) without

consent of the data subjects with the processing. Moreover, the purpose of the

processing was not included in the GDPR documentation. Furthermore, the

municipality was criticized for confusing information about the purposes and legal basis

of processing, about the recipient of personal data and also for the fact that the data

protection officer was not designated under Art. 37 GDPR.

EUR 800

24. Municipality A fine was imposed for several violations in relation to the use of the camera system in

outdoor monitoring. The municipality failed to prove the validity of the set length of

the time limit for records storage and at the same time exceeded this set time frame

without destroying the records in time. In addition to public space, the municipality

also monitored private area with several cameras.

Lesson: The Office does not consider a 15-day retention period for CCTV records to be

proportionate.

EUR 700

25. Municipality The municipality distributed documents concerning the termination of employment with

the school principal to members of individual municipal authorities and private persons.

According to the municipality, the disclosure was made based on a request pursuant to

Act no. 211/2000 Coll., the access to public information act, but the Office did not

recognize any reason or legal basis to proceed in such way. The public interest was also

excluded as a legal basis, as to inform the public and the municipal authorities as the

founder of the school, it was sufficient only to inform about the dismissal of the general

director. The municipality thus violated the principle of lawfulness, and the data was not

processed based on adequate legal basis.

EUR 700
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Party Summary of the decision Fine

26. Insurance company Employee of the insurance company sent an email containing information regarding

incurred event including the client's personal data to the wrong email address. The

email contained only standard categories of personal data.

EUR 600

27. Private company The private company received a letter "Withdrawal from the cooperation

agreement" in which the data subject revoked the consent to data processing,

exercised the right of access to data under Art. 15 GDPR and the right to forget data

according to Art. 17 GDPR. Although the controller terminated the data processing

on the basis of the withdrawal of consent, it failed to properly process the request

for access to all data defined in Art. 15 GDPR. In addition, even after revoking the

consent, the controller sent the data subject an email with a marketing offer. There

were committed further violations on behalf of the controller by making the data

available to third parties and archiving them, arguing in both cases with a legitimate

interest, which, however, was not justified by further reasons or by a balance test.

Lesson: If the legal basis for data processing is a legitimate interest, always be

prepared to adequately demonstrate its relevance by a balance test or similar

analysis.

EUR 500

28. Private company The employer was using the former employee's email address to complete project

and maintain contacts. The controller relied on its legitimate interest without

further analysis. In the decision, the Office emphasized, inter alia, that the email

address is personal data, as it allows the identification of the data subject among

employees as well as external persons.

Lesson: It is not sufficient only to state the legitimate interest, but it has to be

proven by balance test or similar analysis.

EUR 500

It is evident that the Office's practice is most established in relation to camera systems and the publication of birth

numbers. For several years before the adoption of the GDPR, the practice allowed directly by the data protection

act was that camera recordings could be kept for 15 days. At first, the Office did not seem to identify with the

EDPB's strict guidelines of only 3 days. However, in practice, the Office has already fined the 7-day retention

period for for CCTV records.

At the same time, the Office clearly requires the provision of basic information when the data subject enters the

monitoring premises. A simple pictogram sticker is not sufficient. The notification must already contain basic

information of the controller, the purposes of the processing, the legal basis, the retention period, etc. The Office

is relatively strict on these issues and, given the EDPB's guidelines, there is not much room for defense.

Another general conclusion is that the Office has already specific expectations when the controller claims a

legitimate interest as a legal basis. The Office expects proof through a 3-step test of legitimacy, adequacy, and

proportionality, which we collectively call the balance test. It is not sufficient to only claim that a legitimate

interest exists; however, it is necessary to prove its existence by analysis. The same applies to the legal basis of the

public interest. The Office similarly approaches the compatibility test pursuant to Art. 6 par. 4 GDPR.

The most frequently violated principles fined by the Office are the principle of lawfulness (legal basis and other

conditions under Articles 6 to 9 GDPR) and the principle of transparency (information under Article 13 GDPR).
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Even in 2021, the case law on personal data protection most often concerns its conflict with the Access to Public

Information Act. However, we do not describe such decisions in detail as we do not consider them relevant for

purpose of this report. We selected three court decisions which, in our opinion, made a more significant

contribution to the personal data protection in 2021.

4 For instance, see decisions file no. 75S/20/2020, 71S/22/2020, 11S/123/2019, 11S/167/2019, 5S/167/2019, 2S/30/2019.
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It may seem that the most important trend is that at the second instance the Office is not limited by the amount

of the fine and the subject-matter of the prior proceedings at first instance. This is primarily demonstrated by the

first case in the table above, in which a second instance fine of EUR 13,300 was imposed due to an appeal against

a first instance fine of EUR 900. Together with several minor fines in the hundreds of euros at first instance, it may

seem as if the Office is sending a signal to the parties not to appeal and thus prolong the administrative

proceedings. However, in our opinion, it is not possible to talk about the long-term trend of the Office, but rather

about the exception to the rule. It still applies that:

• most appeals end with confirmation of the first instance decisions;

• there are several second instance decisions canceling the first instance decisions which are not published;

• most parties to the administrative proceedings and inspections are not represented by a lawyer and thus do

not choose the correct tactics despite of qualified in-house legal department;

• in many cases, the Office fines the discrepancies in documentation submitted by the party to the

proceedings or the inspected persons.

The above-described decisions also show that the Office usually imposes fines as a tool for enforcing the rules in

the cases of minor violation and is more reserved in more complicated cases. This may be related to the overall

workload of the Office's administrative department. We are aware of many (interpretatively, factually, and

technically) more complicated cases, which are burdened by proving evidence, two-instance proceedings of the

Office or problematic concurrence of inspection and administrative proceedings, which have not been legally

closed for several years. Consequently, only simple cases decided by the Office tend to be made public. Most of

the decisions in the table above concerned the cases of 2020 and 2021, confirming that the Office prioritizes those

simpler cases that can be easily closed within one to two years.

It is surprising to us how parties (usually without legal representation) in some cases make the Office’s “policing”

job much simpler by providing it with insufficient documentation containing discrepancies or by selecting

strategies that have no chance of success before the Office. For example, parties submitted records of processing

activities that were non-compliant with the privacy policy or a large number of data processing agreements

containing a different definition of the purpose of the processing. In some cases, the parties completely

underestimated demonstration of a legitimate interest or compatibility of purposes without any balancing test,

compatibility test or similar analysis. The Office may subsequently refrain from evidencing in the primary subject

matter of the case and directly fines inconsistencies in the documentation through a breach of the principle of

liability pursuant to Art. 5 par. 2 GDPR. At the same time, the cases in question would not have to be lost, but the

parties failed in the basic aspects of ensuring and demonstrating compliance.

However, our experience confirms that the Office's decision-making practice leaves our clients with a considerable

room for succeeding or at least partially succeeding when they are represented by attorneys with experience of

inspections and administrative proceedings before the Office and when they use all legal instruments, including

administrative appeals and administrative claims.

3. Case-law of the courts

4
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Finding of the Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic in eKasa case

The Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic in ruling file no. PL. ÚS 25 / 2019-117 of 10th November 2021

decided that Section 8a par. 1 of the Act on the Use of Electronic Cash Registers (eKasa) unduly interfered with the

right to privacy and personal data protection, thus violating Art. 16 par. 2, Art. 19 par. 2 and par. 3 of the

Constitution of the SR. The provision in question concerned the processing of a "unique identifier of buyer" and its

collection in a central database of financial administration. The EISI institute drew attention to this possible

violation in its legal analysis in 2018. According to the Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic, the optional

collection of the "unique identifier of buyers" and its mandatory registration in the eKasa system did not pass the

initial legitimacy test, due to unclear and unconceived reasons for such data collection by state.

There are surprisingly different opinions of relevant parties stated in the ruling:

➢ according to the government represented by the Ministry of Justice or Financial Administration, the unique

identifier of buyer was not considered as personal data;

➢ according to the General Prosecutor's Office of the Slovak Republic, the provision was not in violation, as

the Financial Administration was not able to directly identify buyers via an identifier;

➢ the Office stated that the purpose of the processing and the legal status of the controllers was not clear,

and the regulation did not contain the necessary guarantees.

These opinions show well that public authorities (but not only them) still tend to view personal data as identifiable

information. However, the definition of the personal data states different. In its finding, the Constitutional Court of

the Slovak Republic issued several interpretative opinions on the definition of personal data, an identifiable

person, reasonable probability test in terms of recital 26 GDPR, which in our opinion did not receive the attention

in the professional community it deserved. These are the key legal sentences also representing a manual for

creation of better legal norms. From the ruling of the Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic we select:

"As is clear from the sub-constitutional personal data protection, the qualification of personal data depends on

what data is already disposed to the state authority and what are legal possibilities to obtain further information. If

the public authority processing the data is able to identify a particular individual after making reasonable efforts

based on its power and other information at its disposal, it is still personal data. Therefore, it is irrelevant that the

data does not directly identify individuals [see CJEU, Breyer, C582 / 14, para. 49; Art. 4 (1) GDPR, but also Benedik

v. Slovenia, no. 62357/14, paragraphs 107-108 and 113, Amann v. Switzerland, no. 27798/95, paragraph 65;

Haralambia v. Romania, no. 21737/03, par. 77]. Foreign constitutional case law is based on the same starting

points, for example, considering car registration numbers to be indirectly identifying individuals (BVerfG, file no. 1

BvR 142/15, paragraph 97). Therefore, if the data, after being included in the mosaic of powers and other existing

data of a given public authority, may, with reasonable effort, leads to the identification of the individual, the

protection will be applied according to Art. 19 par. 3 and Art. 22 par. 1 of the Constitution.” (paragraph 65 of the

Judgment of the Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic, file no. PL. ÚS 25 / 2019-117)

"Although today the state is in principle unable to directly identify specific persons regarding who, what, where and

when bought an item, such centrally collected data may allow it in case any state body with access decides to

exercise its legal powers. This statement applies although such collection is insignificant today due to technical

implementation. As the Constitutional Court has already emphasized in the past (PL. ÚS 13/2020, paragraph 78), in

the abstract review of constitutionality it is necessary to consider not only existing interventions resulting from the

current application of the legal wording, but also risks arising from its future possible application. Therefore, it is

not sufficient to state that the implementation of legal regulation at the given time is not used in full established

legal framework. The Constitutional Court assesses not only the existing but also the potential interference with

rights, which results from the interpretation of the abstract wording of the legal regulation.” (paragraph 65 of the

Judgment of the Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic, file no. PL. ÚS 25 / 2019-117)

"Currently, there is no specific legitimate goal for state to collect a unique identifier of buyer in the context of e-

Kasa. The only reason argued before the Constitutional Court are the plans for future. The Constitutional Court has
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already clarified in its previous case-law that it is not possible for the State to justify data collection only by future
plans (PL. ÚS 13/2020, also BVerfG, file no. 1 BvR 1550/03, paragraph 97).” (paragraph 71 of the Judgment of the
Constitutional Court of the Slovak Republic, file no. PL / ÚS 25 / 2019-117)

Regional court Žilina to the authorization of e-shops to obtain the date of birth of customers

The e-shop operator was not able to properly identity the defendant – customer, as it had only information

regarding his/her name, telephone number and residence. The district court Martin repeatedly requested the

Register of the Slovak Republic Citizens to identify the defendant based on these data, but without the date of

birth it was not possible. The plaintiff argued that the date of birth could not be required in the e-shop order due

to the principle of minimizing personal data or purpose limitations, as this information is not necessary for the

execution of the order. The Regional Court Žilina did not agree with this conclusion:

“… the Personal Data Protection Act allows to obtain, or process personal data to the extent appropriate for the

purpose. In the case of a contractual relationship, the enforcement of a claim (based on this contractual

relationship) through the court proceedings can also be considered as such reasonable purpose. In other words, the

establishment of a contractual relationship also implies the presumption of enforcement through legal proceedings,

which legalizes the requirement to obtain the necessary identification data as the date of birth. "

Regional court Žilina, file no. 10CoCsp/29/2021, 30 September 2021

Regional court Prešov to violation of personal rights due to a security incident

The dispute concerned non-pecuniary damage to 43 plaintiffs (customers) in relation to a security incident (July

2017, i.e. previous Act no. 122/2013 Coll. on personal data protection), which consisted of the loss of contractual

documentation including birth numbers, ID numbers, mobile contacts or SIM card numbers of data subjects. This

documentation regarding connection contracts under the Electronic Communications Act was found freely

available in boxes behind the controller's store (probably a telecommunications company) at a waste bin for

paper. However, the incident occurred within the controller's business representation by another company acting

as processor.

It appears that the security incident was caused by processor. The controller subsequently claimed that it had not

violated any legal obligations (under the Personal Data Protection Act) and therefore it could not have infringed

personal rights. The Regional Court Prešov did not identify with this claim and admitted non-pecuniary damage

from the interference with the right to protection of personality caused by the security incident and the leak of

personal data. The regional court reduced the amount of prior damage from EUR 3,300 to EUR 100 to each of the

plaintiffs. From reasoning of the Regional court Prešov we select following statements:

"Today the right to the personal data protection can undoubtedly be considered as a sub-category of the right to

privacy, based on the case-law of the Court of Justice of the European Union and the European Court of Human

Rights, with reference to Art. 8 of the Convention and other legislation stated in its first instance decision.” (par. 35

of the Judgment of the Regional Court Prešov, file no. 13Co / 7/2021 of 30 March 2021)

"The accessibility of data in a digital environment with documents established in the handy warehouse of non-

residential premises is incomparable. This difference must be taken into account in the amount of compensation.“

(Par. 35 of the judgment of the Regional Court Prešov, file no. 13Co / 7/2021 of 30 March 2021)

"The current information society and digital economy have reached a state where personal data has become one of

the commodities on the market, and therefore this derivative, which is no longer only available to the original

holder, i.e. the data subject, but also the person to whom the data subject entrusted them. Such entrusted person

must take measures not to expose personal data to a security risk and, if this is the, there is no doubt that the data

subject should be entitled to compensation for non-pecuniary damage in a adequate and proportionate way.' (Par.

37 of the judgment of the Regional Court Prešov, file no. 13Co / 7/2021 of 30 March 2021)
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4. Other events

Parliamentary survey at the Office

The year 2021 was to begin with a parliamentary survey at the Office, which was approved by the Committee on

Human Rights and National Minorities of the National Council of the Slovak Republic at the end of 2020. Due to

the pandemic situation and the quarantine measures, it was initially postponed and, according to the latest

information, was not finally realized, as no proposal to amend the relevant committee resolution had been

submitted.

Failed election of the President of the Office

The selection and election of a new President of the Office did not take place in 2021 and is postponed to 2022.

Instead of directly appointing the President of the Office (as in the past), the government decided on a public

selection procedure with inviting several interested subjects to form a selection committee. Applicants were to

submit a comprehensive project on the topic "Concept of personal data protection development in the Slovak

Republic". However, only two candidates expressed interest in the position by the deadline. The selection is

therefore repeated. By January 7, 2022, seven applicants had applied. Until a new President is elected, the Office

shall be managed by the current Vice-President.

Cybersecurity strategy

On 7th January 2021, the government approved the "National Cybersecurity Strategy " by the National Security

Authority of the Slovak Republic ("NSA”). The strategy, together with the action plan, forms the initial document

determining the state's strategic approach to ensuring cybersecurity for the years 2021 to 2025. The NSA also

aims in cooperation with the Office (as a cooperating entity) to fulfill the following targets:

Target Time frame

To develop an incident reporting model so that the obliged entity reports incidents through

one point, even if they concern different obligations (e.g. according to the Cyber Security

Act, the GDPR, the Personal Data Protection Act, etc.) together with the creation of a unified

catalog of incident types.

01/2022

For proper implementation of security measures under the Cyber Security Act, to create a

framework for cyber security risk management applicable to operators of essential services,

systematic and continuous management of cyber security risks in individual sectors.

06/2022

To develop and implement a program of cooperation with selected universities in the field of

cybercrime to educate new experts and spread awareness of this type of crime to achieve

that each graduate has a minimum basic knowledge about this topic (activities such as

regular lectures, leading specialized courses, mentoring theses, interconnection of theory

with practice etc.).

07/2022

To develop certification schemes for a wide portfolio of types of cybersecurity products,

processes, and services in accordance with Regulation (EU) 2019/881 on ENISA (the

European Union Agency for Cybersecurity) and on information and communications

technology cybersecurity certification.

10/2025

https://www.vlada.gov.sk/vyzva-uoou/?pg=2
https://www.nbu.gov.sk/kyberneticka-bezpecnost/strategicke-dokumenty/
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Still not adopted regulations of the Office

Even in 2021, we did not see the adoption of fundamental implementing regulations (decrees) by the Office,

which are expected under the Personal Data Protection Act as of 25th May 2018. Specifically, pursuant to Section

108 of the Act, the following decrees have not been adopted yet:

Subject of the Regulation Personal Data Protection

Act provisions

Information to be included in standardized icons and procedures for specification

of standardized icons

Section 29 par. 9

Certification criteria, conditions of the certification procedure, content

requirements of technical and security documentation and conditions of

performance of personal data protection audit, including conditions of expertise

of the auditor performing personal data protection audit

Section 86 par. 19

Criteria for granting accreditation, conditions of the accreditation procedure,

content requirements of technical and safety documentation and conditions of

the audit of the monitoring of the code of conduct, including the conditions of

the auditor's expertise

Section 87 par. 20

Accreditation criteria, conditions of the certification procedure, certification

criteria, content requirements of technical and safety documentation and

conditions of the audit of the certification procedure, including the conditions of

the auditor's expertise

Section 88 par. 19
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In fact, there has never been a need to adopt these regulations, and they appear to be an inattentive error by the

legislators. Moreover, a regulation of currently undefined personal data protection auditors would be in direct

conflict with the advocacy and activity of the cyber security auditors. In addition, the Office does not even have

the competence to regulate these professions.

However, the fact that some regulations were not adopted means in practice that the Office will not even initiate

the proceedings expected under the provisions of the GDPR from 25th May 2018. For instance, several codes of

conduct are pending because of lacking approval of accreditation criteria for monitoring bodies. Certifications

according to the GDPR also cannot take place in Slovakia, as the Office does not have a relevant regulation.

However, the Office is not prevented from preparation of these implementing regulation. However, as these are

not necessary for the activities of the Office and it has been almost 4 years from their non-adoption, the question

therefore arises to whether it would not be more reasonable to remove these regulations from the Act.

Involvement of the Office in commenting on legislation

However, in our opinion the Office's increased interest in ePrivacy issues needs to be acknowledged. In a wider
context, this may also show a greater involvement of the Office in the legislative process and its more constructive
commentary on legislation than we have observed in the past. For example, during the inter-departmental
commenting procedure (“ICP”) on the new ECA, the Office raised more than 40 comments. However, it should be
noted that at the time of the ICP, the draft of act did not contain a new regulation of tele-marketing, on which we
do not know the opinion of the Office as of yet. We select from the Office's comments:
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On “cookies” regulation according to Art. 5 par. 3 ePrivacy Directive:

“To Section 109 par. 5 of the act we request the deletion of the sentence: "The obligation to obtain consent does
not apply to a body involved in criminal proceedings, and other authorities of the state.". Par. 5 of Section 109
transposes Art. 5 (3) ePrivacy Directive and the previously mentioned sentence is extensive to the directive.
Legislative measures to limit the wording of Art. 5 is possible according to Art. 15 par. 1 ePrivacy Directive only for a
specific purpose, and such measure must be necessary, appropriate and proportionate. The sentence does not meet
these criteria, as it is general, invading the privacy of individuals without limits and without predictable
circumstances of law enforcement, as the circumstances may be stated in the grounds of the request with the
possibility to be legally weak. "

On the subsequent processing of electronic communication data:

„ePrivacy Directive does not allow providers of electronic communications services to use data obtained under this
Directive for purposes other than those set out in this Directive. This processing goes beyond the permitted
activities with personal data that are allowed in the ePrivacy Directive and significantly interferes with the rights of
the data subjects."

On the confidentiality of personal data under Art. 5 (1) ePrivacy Directive:

"The provision of Section 109 par. 3 transposes Art. 5(1) ePrivacy Directive - the basic principle of data
confidentiality, it is necessary to clarify for which provisions the exception to the principle of confidentiality applies.
The last sentence of its wording exceeds the transposition of the ePrivacy Directive and is in contradiction with the
principle of confidentiality set out in the first sentence. The provider of electronic communications services is
obliged to technically ensure the security of services also in cooperation with the network provider (recital 20 of the
ePrivacy Directive). "

Enforcement of cookie rules

At the end of 2021, a conference focused on the new ECA was organized with the participation of both the Office’s
and TelCo Office’s representatives. Their speeches clarified that the TelCo Office never dealt with cookies or
cookies regulation in the past (as it did not receive any complaints from the public) and did not have any plans of
inspections or guidelines for cookies at that time. For comparison, the Czech Office for Personal Data Protection in
the meantime published answers to frequently asked questions about cookies.
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Summary:
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In the final evaluation, we tend to choose one positive and one negative moment, which most define the
development of personal data protection over the past year.

As a negative event of 2021 we consider the adoption of the problematic Section 116 of the new ECA without
public or professional discussion, which substantially moderates the rules of tele-marketing in a way, in our
opinion, not feasible in accordance with the GDPR, ePrivacy Directive and the Constitution of the Slovak Republic.
Not only the content of the rules is problematic but also the way in which they were adopted within the legislative
amendment of a group of members of parliament. This example, together with zero practice of the TelCo Office
with enforcement of cookies rules, only confirms that these topics cannot be separated from the GDPR and
activities of the Office for Personal Data Protection either in legislation or in practice. ePrivacy and GDPR are so
interconnected that, in our opinion, they need to be addressed by one regulator, as is the case of many member
states, including the Czech Republic. There is an option of such a choice under the ePrivacy Directive, however
Slovakia does not use this possibility by which this field suffers immensely.

This case also shows that the state does not have apparatus for a broader compliance with personal data
protection regulations. It would be helpful to create an apolitical office “Chief DPO” of the state as is the
"European Data Protection Supervisor", who would methodically guide and manage the responsible state
authorities and engage in the legislative process and discuss the state's intention to collect data in the early stages
of projects. It would be also helpful to implement an impact assessment under Art. 35 GDPR into the legislative
process. We have been pointing out these shortcomings for several years so far without the significant interest of
the state.

In our opinion, the positive event of 2021 were the legal sentences of the Constitutional Court in the case of
eKasa, which may help to:

• better understand and work with the definition of the personal data;
• formulate legal norms to serve as a legal basis for the processing of personal data;
• understand the limits of the state in data collection, including the impossibility of data collecting for

possible future use.
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